Hero Award

Who do you think deserves an award? This was the topic for the NAPLAN persuasive writing task.

We would like to share with you the thoughts of some students in 4F.

The person whom I think should get an award is Jamie Dwyer. Jamie Dwyer is a player that a lot of children and adults admire. He helps and encourages lots of people to play hockey. He holds special hockey clinics for kids of all ages to meet with him and learn all kinds of skills. These clinics get good feedback and more people each year. Jamie will be retiring soon from playing hockey so we need to help him and give him an award for all he’s done.

Sam

If I was the one giving out a hero award, I would give my award to Sharelle McMahon. Why? She is a kind coach and captain of the Melbourne Vixens netball team. She takes on a lot of responsibility and is basically the glue that sticks the team together. She is also a fantastic netballer.

Emily

I strongly believe that Shigeru Miyamoto deserves an award. I believe that his work has influenced today’s culture. Do you know anybody who doesn’t know Mario? I believe that Miyamoto single-handedly set the ball rolling for the entire gaming industry and he is still finding innovative ways to impress the world. If it weren’t for Miyamoto, we wouldn’t have the entire gaming industry.

Alex

Wayne Rooney is my hero because he is a role model to his brothers and to other kids around the world. He does not like to argue when he loses a match or blame other people in his team. That’s why I have chosen Wayne Mark Rooney.

Chan

My Mum, Ana Harper, is one of the most caring people I know. She respects others’ feelings and would never put someone down. She works at APM, which gets people with disabilities a good job. She cares for animals and the environment. She has helped a lot of people in her career and raised two children very well.

Jesse

My Grandma, Mary, should indeed get the Hero Award for her caring for her grandchildren, for her kindness in trying to help others and for her past work with children.

Sophia